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Preface

Few mathematics departments in either secondary or higher

education have the luxury of a computer set aside for their

exclusive use. Instead, the justification for a computer installa-

tion is almost always made because of the computer's usefulness

in solving and managing a wide variety of educational problems

and practices. Thus mathematics teachers who are interested in

the use of computers in the mathematics clac:sroom need also to

have an overview of the range of other computer applications in

education. This paper s-nr-j-?s such an overview.

Originally drafted for a UNESCO conference on the uses of

computers in education, Dr. nolner has included in the paner for

series instructional applications of computers, the uses of

computers in libraries and information systems, and computer

usage for administrative functions. The paper represents a major

synthesis and overview of present computer technology. Since

major changes are occurring almost daily in computer technology,

the reader must be careful to use such an overview as descriptions

of starting points for change, and not as fixed points of stability.

Marilyn N. Suydam
Editor

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the Office

of Education, U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Contractors undertaking such projects under Government sponsorship
are encouraged to express freely their judgment in professional and
technical matters. Points of view or opinions do not, therefore,
necessarily represent official Office of Education position or policy.
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COMPUTER INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION

Education and the Knowledge Society

A wide array of scientific, economic, social and technolo,ic.:1

factors are reshaping our world and with it, the course of modern

education [1, 21.

The Information Explosion

The world is experiencing an information explosion. Approxi-

mately 90% of all the scholars who have ever contributed to the body

scientific knowledge are alive today. Dr. J. C. R. Licklider of

Mabsachusetts Institute of Technology estimates that the body of

recorded scientific and technical information now has a volume of

about 10 tril...ion (1013) alphanumeric characters (letters, nur ,rais

and punctuation marks) [3). Information is increasing exponenLiaL.ly

and can be expected to double in the next 12 years. If a given

discipline or specialization could be assumed to contain one one-

thousandth of all knowledge, and if a scientist were to read at the

rate of 3,000 character:: -per minute (about the rate at whicn we read

a novel), and if he were to read 13 hours per day for 365 days per

year, it would take him 12 years to read everything in his specialty.

At the end of this time, he would find that he was 12 years behind in

his reading and that the volume of new materials had doubled. Sixty

years ago, a scientist would be required to reed 25 minutes per day.

Twelve years from now, he will have to read continuously, day and night,

every day of the year.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
represent those of the National Science Foundation.
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New irformation has led to the creation of new professions

and has -lade other professions obsolete. Of tie children entering

school today, it is believed that 70% will work in occupations that

do not now exist. This dynamic increase and expansion of knowledge

has greatly affected what we teach.

.he Post-Industrial Society

Dr. Ralph W. Tyler observes that in 1860, 80% of the labor

force in the United States was engaged in the production and distri-

bution of material goofs while 20% were providing for non-material

needs [4]. Last year he notes that only 40% of the work force was

involved in the produc-Aon and distribution of material goods while

50% we'-e furnishing non-material services. The United States, says

:yler, the first nation to have developed technology to a point where

than half the labor force is required to furnish material goods.

Other nations are also approacLing this transition. Tyler also

observes that at the turn of the century about 60% of the labor

force had little or no education or training, now less than 10% of

tile jobs available are filled by those with little or no education

or training. In short, our society has moved from one base: upon

industrial production to one based upon knowledge and educated manpower.

Social Factors

Social factors are also affecting the development of modern

education. Educational institutions are no longer the sole source

ot information. Modern telecommunications bring world events instan-

taneously into the living roor :s of families around the world. In the

Un4ted States over 95% of the families have at least one television



set and at the current rate of viewing, it is estimated th,:t the averabL

American youth will spend more time in front of his televibion set than

he will spend in the classroom. This wide array of information has

led to a better prepared and more socially aware student.

Another significant social factor is the iron e coward

greater democratization of education - providing education for all.

The ever-increasing need for an educated populace has led zo a signif-

icant increase in the number of students entering the educational

system. The methods of traditional education, designed to educate

the intellectual few, have not proven adequate to cope with the pror:le:_:

of rapidly changing knowledge and large numbers of students with widely

varied skills and abilities. Mass tecThing, with its lector, metnoa

and fixed class schedules, is yielding to a modular curriculum tdil,rec..

to the needs of the individual. The individualization of instruct_on

widch permits students of all abilities to Learn and master skillt

at their own pace, is significantly in...:luencing the direction of

modern education.

Technology

The computer as a medium haa the poten:ial to meet the need:,

for individualized learning while meeting the economic necessity of

mass instruction. As a tool, with its capacity for handling vast

amounts of data, the computer can assist man to manipulate complex

ideas and to function at higher cognitive levels of understanding.

In summary, our society is said to be in a transition from

being one based upon industrial production to one based upon knowled,c.

This new emphasis on knowledge, in turn, places greater demands on
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education. More and more, education is a prerequisite to participation

ir the knowiedge society. Manv schools and universities are reeluat-

ng taoir curricula, examining the needs of their students. and

eY.peri7..1,nting with the role of the computer in education in an etfcort

to cope :sith the new demands being placed on modern education.

The Computer and Society

worldwide T's4.

The use of computers is worldwide. There are approximately

°C,000 general purpose computers in use throughout the world with

an estimated value of :.5 bllion dollars.

The rate of growth of computing has been phenomenal. The

operational digital computer, MARK I, was put into use at

Y:rvard University in 1944. In 1946, the University of Pennsylvania

developed tLe first electronic computer, ENIAC (Electronic Numerical

Integrator and Calculator). In 1950, there were only 12 computers

in the United States; by 1960, this number had grown to 6,000. Today

it is estimated that there are approximately 50,030 general purpose

computers in the United States. Another 34,000 computers are located

throughout Western Europe, Scandinavia, Japan, Canada, Latin America

and the Middle East. The Soviet Union has approximately 5,000 compu-

ters and there are another 800 to 1,000 general purpose computers in

Eastern Europe. The worldwide computer industry is expected to continue

to grow at a rate of 15% to 20% a year until at least 1975 [5].

Commuter Applications

The computer is playing a pervasive role in modern socf.ety.
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Computers are widely used in science, business. industry, goverm-ent,

transportation, law, medicine, engineering and education [6,

In engineering, the computer has speeded calculations an,.

has allowed the rapid development of new prcducts. Computer-aided

design has mechanized many aspects or en ineer_ng drawin,

prints to the optimiz,:tion of material selection, Using a uiagra.7,

of a planned bridge, the computer works o-Q.t the stress on each member

and prints out the necessary engineering speci::ications. The .1r:ni-

tect, using computer-generated displays, can rake a tenant on a

ted walk-through" of tne rcoms in a newly plaaned buiLL;ing before it

is constructed. If the design fails to meet his needs, the room

be visually redesigned at t.ne !:Lrminal and the computer automd',,L,:iJv

prints out the design changes a:Id the costs of the char.6es. The

computer is used to control precisi.)n machine :oois in the manufac-

turing process.

Outer-space research and lunar exploration could not have bec:r.

achieved without the computer. Computer control systes guide

vehicles to and from their.destil.ations.
Photographs of objects in

outer space are digitally transmitted back to earth and the computer-

enhanced photographs yield clear, high-quality pictures far superior

to those obtained using conventional optical methods.

Banks, department stores and business firms are increasin,Oy

dependent upon computers to handle day-to-day transactions and record

keeping. Bank transactions are punched onto a tape and at the ero-

the day are automatically transferred by telephone to their proper

destinations and automatically stored in a central computer. In food



,Ind department stores, computer-based cash registers record all trans -

_-lions as they occur and automatically order new stock as needed. it

is now routine to have computer-generated payrolls where the computer

makes the necessary calcu'dt:_ =
for each employee and prints out hi -;

payroll check. Credit L. yscems use computers to process trans-

actions. Al] of these computer-based systems have greatly reduced the

time-consuming paperwork involved in trade and commerce.

The collection and rapid analysis of census data using data

processing equipment is invaluable in helping governments manage

programs in such areas as health, education and welfare.

In transportaLi,n, the operation of railroads and the control

of land, air and sea navigational systems are now becoming computer-

ized. Traffic control systems offer more efficient use of highways

ni, reduce congestion and the likelihood of accidents. Worldwide

hotel and airline reservation systems allow for rapid, efficient

,:.heduling of available resources.

The computer is also used in a variety of other fields. In

medicine, the computer is uied to monitor and analyze electrocardio-

grams of heart patients in intensive care wards and to maintain

hospital records. Computer-controlled power and chemical plants

increase productivity and optimize the quality of the product. It is

even possible to bty records of computer-generated music.

The Computer and Education

in the United States, within a relatively short span of 15

vcars, nearly all universities and more than a third of the four-year

colleges provide computing services for research and instruction.

1
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Approximately 70% of all college students are enrolled at institutions

at which there is a computer of some kind for instruction. Another

large number of institutions are members of computer networks and

have access to a remote terminal on campus. Still others purchase

commercial services [8]. A survey of secondary schools in the United

States found that 34% of the nation's approximately 23,000 secondary

schools have access to and use a computer for administrative and/or

instructional uses [9].

The computer is fast becoming a significant tool for instruc-

tion. Many major universities are developing courses with the com-

puter for instructional purposes. Courses exist in physics, chemistry,

mathematics, digital computing, engineering, foreign language training

(French, Spanish, Russian and Chinese), psychology, statistics,

eco'omics, management science, medical and biological sciences and

many other disciplines. In 1968, a survey by ENTELEK listed 230

instructional programs in the United States [10]. A 1970 survey

provides an index of 910 instructional programs [11]. In 1971, Dr.

Joseph Denk estimated that there were over 3,000 instructional programs

and materials for the computer in a wide variety of academic subjects

[12).

Short History of Computers on Campus

A brief description of some of the developments of computers

on campus may provide some context within which to interpret the

current state of the instructional use of computers in education.

a. The Early Years (1956-1960).

During this early period, universities in the United
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States began to acquire computing equipment primarily to

assist them in their research activities. The National

Science Foundation (NSF), established to support basic

research in the sciences, was of major assistance in aiding

universities in obtaining computers for academic research.

In 1954, in addition to the support for research, NSF began

to support activities in science education. Also in that year

the U. S. Office of Education (USOE), through the Cooperative

Research Act, provided support for research and demonstra-

tion in education. In 1958 the U. S. Office of Education

unaer the National Defense Education Act began to provide

research on instructional media and educational technology

and foreign language education. Consequently, due to

federal support the activities during this period were

heavily oriented toward computers for scientific research,

research on the use of educational technology and foreign

language training.

In 1958, the early work on the instructional uses of

computers got underway. The Thomas J. Watson Research

Center of the International Business Machine (1MB) Corpora-

tion demonstrated computer teaching of binary aritimetic.

The System Development Corporation (SDC) used a computer as

a random-access device for research on branching in a flexible

teaching machine. In 1959, the PLATO computer-assisted

instruction (CAI) Project was begun at the University of

Illinois and was to progress through successive and increasingly
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more complex systems until in 1964 a large second generation

computer was installed to operate PLATO III.

b. The Rise of Campus Computing Centers (1961-1965).

The first extensive use of computers in higher education

began in the early 1960's. Distinct organizational units

with complex equipment and staff with centrally located

facilities began to appear on the college campus. Initial

efforts in time-sharing began during this period with a

successful demonstration of computer time-sharing at M.I.T. In

1962 two hundred colleges and universities had computers.

In 1964 Dartmouth College established a time-shared computer

center and opened it to all students and faculty.

During the end of this period, the first systematic

research in computer-assisted instruction began in earnest.

In 1966, the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social

Sciences at Stanford University, under the direction of Dr.

Patrick Suppes and Dr. Richard Atkinson, began research and

experimentation in CAI in elementary mathematics and reading.

After initial development, these CAI services were extended

through telephone lines to schools over 2000 miles away in

the State of Mississippi. The Learning Research and Develop-

ment Center at the University of Pittsburgh began developing

Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI). Later, the

evaluation and monitoring of IPI in the Pittsburgh schools

was placed on-line to a time-sharing computer system. The

Computer-Assisted Instruction Laboratory at the University of
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Texas was established in 1965 and began work on the potential

of CAI and its role in college education.

c. Expansion, Refinement and Cooperation (1966 Present).

In research, the need for greater computer capacity led

to the installation of large-scale computers on campus. Other

efforts focused on providing advanced, on-line interactive

computational services for scientific research. By 1969,

1,250 colleges and universities had computers. The Advanced

Research Projects Agency (ARPA) began work on creating a

nationwide network of heterogeneous computers. The nodes

or host computers wire interconnected through interface

message processors in such a way that every local resource

was available to any user in the network. The first nodes

were established at a number of universities in 1969 and by

1971, there were 23 active host computers. In 1972, ARPA

plans to test the feasibility of extending services to Hawaii

and London, England via satellite and cable [13, 141.

During this period the number of centers engaged in re-

search on CAI increased. In the United States, the CAI

Center at Florida State University intitated work on applying

the systems approach to computers in instructicn. The New

York Institute of Technology demonstrated the use of computer-

managed instruction (CMI). Dr. Lawrence Stolurow in the CAI

laboratory at Harvary University studied the psychological

and emotional factors affecting instruction in CAI. Other

centers at The Pennsylvania State University, the University



of California, and The Ohio State Universit:, ..lsu advalc:d

the applications of CAt in ed-

In 1965, under the Elementary-Secondary Ed:cation Act

(ESKA), schools began a large number of planning, and dt.on-

stration projects on the uses of computrs in in,:tructr.

Since a significant portion of this c.ct was c-- ,rnt -th

aid to the disadvantaged, v.anv of the co ,ffoli

this theme. By 1968 over 155 computer-rclated : it i

initiated at a cost of over 22 million clollat,,

One of the pioneers dliring the Irs. t
S

trict of Philadelphia which detieloped a ,:de v.v.ery -.orses

using CAI, computer simulation and tares to gi

experience with c:.mputers and their use in prt....):em-is:.:ing.

Today, computing is an integral part of the scht ol curv:icultim.

By 1968, other CAI demonstration projects wee initint(u in

Pontiac, Michigan, the Montgomery County School:, in M,Irvland

and the New York City and Kansas City Pubi%, Scht.ols [16].

Another signif:cant development was C.c establishment

of regional computer networks dedicated to instructi,.aui

purposes. Over the past three years, with :\SF

twenty-five regional educational computer IlLtworkL nal,e been

established for the distribution and testing of computer-

based instruction within the edticati:,! sv,stel.. 1111,, program

involves 21 major universiti, 206 four-yea:- colleges, 32

junior colleges and 27 scco :ary schools in ri different

states.
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The area of computer science and engineering in colleges

and universities has been one of rapid growth. In 1964,

there were only 16 institutions offering degree granting

programs. By 1966, the number increased to 30 and by 1970,

there were an estimated 55 programs. These programs awarded

1,455 advanced degrees in 1967 and 2,821 in 1969. The

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) was instrumental in

the development of many computer science programs through

their "Curriculum 68" report which provided recomc.endations

for Academic Graduate and Undergraduate Programs in Computer

Science [17].

Since 1965, the U. S. Office of Education has spent

approximately 161 million dollars on research and research-

related activities, planning projects and operational pro-

grams which focus on the applications of computer technology

and its use in education. The Office of Computing Activities

of the National Science Foundation has spent as estimated 71

million dollars on basic research in computer science, the

application of computers in research and computer innovations

in education [18, 19].

During this period a number of panels and commissions

were established to review the role of computers in education.

In 1966, the National Academy of Sciences under the Chairman-

ship of J. Barkley Rosser made a study of computer needs for

research and graduate education in colleges and universities

[20]. Since the report did not consider computers for
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instruction, the President's Science Advisory Committee,

under the Chairmanship of John Pierce, was established to

study the use of computers in higher education and made

recommendations on a program for the support of computers

in education [21]. They recommended that computing be made

available to all colleges and universities and concluded

that an education without adequate computing experience is

a deficient education just as any education without adequate

library facilities would be a deficient education. Jr. 1970,

the Commission of Instructional Technology was established

[22]. After a thorough study of instructional technology,

the Commission concluded that the past history of one-shot

injections of a single technology medium were ineffective

and at best offered only optional "enrichment." They observed

that technology can carry out its full potential for education

only insofar as educators embrace instructional technology

as a system and integrate a range of human and non-human re-

sources into the total educational process. The Commission

recommended the establishment of the National Institute for

Education to conduct research on education and urged that one

of the Institutes be a National Institute for Instructional

Technology. Currently, the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education, with the assistance of the RAND Corporation, is

conducting a study with the aim of making recommendations

on the role of computers in instruction [23].



international Activities

The International Federation for Information Prucessing (IFIP),

a multi- national federation of professional and technic,:i societies

with a membership from 31 different countries, has established d

technic..? committee for educatiol (103) to act as a worldwide clear-

inghous, fur educational materials or the information sciences. In

1965 an 1966, seminars were held in 1wme with particip-nts mainly

from developing countries on adminstrative data processing. Other

seminar- :ere later held in England, Hungary and France [24]. A

working group on secondary school education (WO 3.1) ha3 developed

a guide for those who are concerned with planning computer courses

for training of teachers [25]. It describes the recommended content

of such courses and indicates methods by which concepts of computer

science can be explained. In August 1970, IFIP held "A Uorld Con-

ference on Computer Education" in Amsterdam. At that meeting, papers

were presented and recommendations were made on computer uses in

education.

The Center for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) of

the Orgarization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

began in 1969 a multi-nation effort on the use of computers in

education (26, 27]. Seminars on computers in higher education were

held in France (March 1970), Japan (June 1970) and the United States

(October 1970), and recommendations were made concerning research

and development on computers in instruction. In March 1970, OELD/CERI

also held a seminar on computer sciences in secondary education in

Sevres, France. OECD /CERI is also providing support for five



computer projects In Belgium, France, The United Kngdoc, Japan an6

The Netherland.

i'NLSCO has also published -Guidelires for Inst-t.:tional Uge

of Cor.pu:ets, ' based upon a UNESCO consultation wit: UNESCO officers,

experts and consultants in March 1970, in Paris, France. ".ie guide-

lines have zrecial relevance to deve'e.,:ing nations.

The 'ational Council for ,,luce,tion Technology (NUT) held a

'Seminar on cel-put2r-Based Learni:n Systems'' at Leeds University in

England.

A nu::ber of r'search efforts in CAI were initiated in

countries threughoJt aorld [28, 29]. At the University of Bari

in Italy, The Center fer Studies and Applications of Advanced

Technology (6A1A) estubl,s:Ied - CAI Laboratory. In West Germany,

the 1:niversity of Tubingen ialt; a rrciect on computers in instruction.

At °sax,: Univer:,ity in japan, cssor Seigo Tanaka is using CAI

in a study et t c ie,,elopment of crea'Avity. At the Institute of

Pedagogy of Leiden 72nlversity in The Netherlands, Professor L. de

Klerk is condu(t;n:, research on the implementation of computer-

controlled 1,e nin4 in universities and secondary s.:1lools. En the

United Kingdom, : amber of activities ..re under way. At 1.1142 Univer-

sity of Leeds, tlere are activities in the use of CAI in teaching

elementary algebra, English as a second language and problem-so:ving

in physical ehemistry. 't.ofessor ( K. Batchelor of the University

of Cambridge is ,enductini; .111 expee-imtnt in which teachers use tl,e

computer as -n ..id in api:lieo mathematics and in urKlerstanding phys,s.

Other pre'ect:, are beink, tondueted the inlversitv of Iviinburgh.
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In Belgium, Professor A. Jones of the University of Louvain is

developing conputer-based. multimedia course in general physics.

In France, Professor Y. LeCorre of the Paris Faculty of Science has

developed a system of computer questioning in the fielu of physics.

Computers

Types of Cor.outers

There are two basic types of computers analog and digital.

The analog computer, in a manner similar to a slide rule, uses contin-

uous variable physical quantities such as voltages, forces, and

fluid volumes, to re--.!s-.1t numbers in calculations. It is used mostly

in engineering and the physical sciences, and is convenient for

solving differential and simultaneous equations as well as equilibrium

,nd simulation problems. Analog computers account for about 5% of

the computers used today. The di.,ital computer is a device that uses

binary digits to represent numbers and special symbols in calcula-

tion and information processing. By far, it is the most commonly

used computer. The hybrid computer is a combination of both a general-

purpose digital computer and an analog computer with interface

equipment. This configuration takes advantage of the problem-solving

speed of the analog machine and the greater precision and programming

flexibility of the digital computer.

Input-Output Devices

In order to communicate with the computer, input devices are

ncodc.d to give instructions, and output devices are needed to display

the results of the computer operations. Input devices include punched

paper-tape readers, punched card readers or a simple teletype keyboard.
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Output devices include teletype-hardcoPy, and printers which

print alphanumeric information, generate line drawings or

even print detailed maps at the rate of 120 characters per

line and 30 lines per second.

The terminal is most often an input-output device made up of

an alphanumeric typewriter keyboard and a television-like display

called a cathode-ray tube (CRT). Frequently a printer is also attached

to maintain a record of student-computer interaction or record

computer calculations.

More elaborate graphic devices permit the user to interact

with the programming in forms other than through a typewriter [30].

Three-dimensional objects can be drawn and displayed on the CRT and

rotated in several planes. The computer can determine which surfaces

are hidden and should be suppressed and which are to be displayed.

A simple instruction permits objects to be readily increased or de-

creased in size on the CRT. Other devices permit the user to interact

with the computer through a photo-sensitive light pen. He simply

points to a position on the CRT and the computer detects the action.

The computer may print a question on the CRT and the student points

to some part on the display or to a super-imposed spot representing

"yes" or "no" responses. Other devices use a spot on the CRT as

a pointer and the spot is moved by a number of mechanisms, such as

a joystick or a mouse. A mouse is a small device which can be moved

manually on a horizontal surface near the student and which in turn

caused a spot to move on the CRT. Another graphic device is the

RAND tablet which is pressure sensitive to the position of a pencil-
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like stylus. The user may write or draw cn the tablet and the infor-

mation is automatically input to the computer ani dt,played.

Computcr_Ise

In offline batch processing, the student prepares punched

cards or tape and ?resents it to the computer center. At the computer

center the student's program along with other programs are processed

sequentjailv in a batch as time permits. The results are then

returned to the student.

In Remote Job Entrj (RJE) or on-line batch proce-,sini;,

stndenr enters his program directly into a terminal. The terminal

may be located locally at the central facility or it may be located

at some remote site on campus or even at another institution. The

terminal is connected through telephone lines to a device that

records the information and saves it for processing when the computer

is available.

Tine- sharing is a procedure whereby the high-speed computer

is shared by a number of users simultaneously. Although the computer

processes each program sequentially, because of the speed of the

computer, it appears as though all users are being handled simul-

taneously. Interactive systems arc those which have conversational

aids stored in the computer to assist the user in applying the

program. In interactive computing the user has direct control of

the pro,;ram and as instructions are given, the computer responds on

a line-by-liae basis within fractions of a second.

A provlmmiag latgu:Ige is the means by which a user writes
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instructions .1 the computer. It may be highly symbolic or it may

resemble a "natural" language. A compiler then translates the user

program into a machine language for the computer. FORTRAN (Formula

Translation) is a programming language with notations similar to

those used in mathematics and is widely used in science. COBOL

(Common Business-Oriented Language) is another such language widely

used for business applications. COURSEWRITER is a programming lan-

guage which was designed for writing text and responses for tutorial

conversations. BASIC (Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code), developed at Dartmouth College, is another widely used instruc-

tional language which is noted for its simplicity.

Dr. Karl Zinn of the University of Michigan, in an analysis

of instructional computer languages, found that there are more than

40 languages and dialects specifically designed for programming

instruction [31]. While many of the differences among the languages

are trivial, many are real. The differences can be associated with

user requirements. Zinn says that there are at least five distin-

guishable users: instructors, authors, instructional researchers,

administrators, and computer programmers.

Instructional Computing Systems

A wide variety of systems and configurations have emerged in

applying computing to instruction.

a. Computer Centers.

Colleges and universities, after acquiring a computer, gener-

ally establish a central organization with support personnel to

operate it and to provide a variety of computing services.
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A recent statewide survey of the colleges and universities

in the State of California provides a typical cross section

of computer costs and operational support in higher education

[32]. Three-quarters of the 201 institutions surveyed.

including medical schools, specialized professional and

technical schools and schools of art and music, had computers.

The computers were used for adminstration, instruction,

library operations, computer science courses and research.

In the 1968 school year, 31.3 million dollars were spent

on computing, with 10.5 million dollars of that amount spent

for institional uses. In 1969, this amount increased to

37.8 million, with 12.E million dollars spent for instructional

uses.

Personnel staff providing direct support for computing

varied by the type of institution. At the university level,

the staff size averaged 15 people (one professional, four

programmers and ten cl:le:s and keypunch operators); at the

state college level, the average staff size was 6 (one

professional, one programmer and four clerks and keypunch

operators); at the community college level, the average staff

size was 2 ( one professional and one programmer-clerk).

While instructional uses of computing are just beginning,

it accounted for about 30% of all computing activity. Most

institutions used the batch-processing mode. The most frequent

instructional use was for data processing, followed by

problem-solving, simulation, demonstrations and games, and



:n all, approximately 115,003 students in 3.45o

colIrs,:i use the computer.

Cooperative Networks

Ts t'le 1960's, with National Science Foundation support,

un'versfties and colle,es established Regional Coonerative

Compter Networks for instructional purposes. A typical

netwot.: consists of a major university with established

computer facillties which provides remote-termiru' service

to 1 'umber of smaller institutions f33,34). The advan:a-es

to :.he member ate immediate access to a large computer with

a library of instruclArnal and problem-solving programs

and technical and ...nsIctional assistance In using the

programs. rhe network also eliminates transfer problems

assoctated 4ith moving instructional programs from o! .

to another. It also allows for the centralization

of and access to larlw data bases.

A typical example of a regional network is The north

Carolina '-ducational Computing Services (LACES) which services

the enttre state of North Carolina [35]. It provides inter-

active teletype computer services to 42 public and private

universities, junior colleges and one high school. It pro-

vides (1) technical assistance and information services

through a catalog of instructional materials, and (2) curric-

ulum development services. It offers wcrkshops, and staff

members make periodic visits to the various institutions to

qt'-u'ate faculty in:erest in computer-based instruction.



Other networks vary widely in organization and services.

The University of Iowa Regional Cooperative Network provides

instructional services through remote-batch terminals. The

Colorado Educational Computing Network combines an academic

television network with a computer network. The Southern

Regional Education Board (SREB) is currently conducting an

experiment with a group of small colleges to determine the

costs and utility of using a mini-computer for instruction

and alternatively commercial time-sharing services.

The University of California at Santa Barbara on-line

system for c .apu,er-assisted instruction in chemistry and

engineering is a unique nationwide experiment in the establish-

ment of a disciplinary network [36]. The project was estab-

lished to evaluate the effectiveness of an on-line system

as a tool and to determine its impact upon curriculum. The

system is an extended version of the Cullfx-Fried System

and uses an IBM 360/75 computer. User-stations consists of

a storage oscilloscope as a graphics output and a dual key-

board for input. There are 50 user-stations in Santa Bar-

bara and additional terminals are located at the Chemistry

Departments in Washington State University, University of

Minnesota, Beloit College, The University of Pittsburgh,

Illinois Institute of Technology, Georgia Institute of

Technology, Florida State University, and Louisiana State

University. The system provides auto-tutorial instruction,

prepared programs and free-form problem solving for complex
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variables, physical chemistry, control systems and hydro-

dynamics.

Another variety of network is the Northeast Regional

Computing Project (NERComP), which provides access to six

major computer centers and networks. Any institution may

rent a terminal and pay for only those services used. NERComP

provides access to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MULTICS system, on the General Electric (GE) 645 which is

itself a large computer utility; The Brown University

IBM 360/67; The Dartmouth College (GE) 635; The University of

Massachusetts Control Data Corporation CDC 3800 and CDC

3600; The Bowdoin College Digital Equipment Corporation

PDP-10; and The Babson College Hewlett-Packard 200-A.

Manuals, which are provided for each system, include a program

library of approximately 1,350 programs, language manuals

and system commands.

Another approach Lo sharing computer capacity is the

Inter-University Communication's Council (EDUCOM) Educational

Information Network (EIN). The EIN System is based on the

concept that programs operate most effectively when they are

run at the installation where they were created. The network

suprorts the interchange of computational services on a fee

basis and in this sense complements rather than overlaps the

putpo4o oi moat usor-groups which only exchange programs.

The intital resource of the network is a catalog containing

descriptions of programs submitted by EIN members. The
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programs may be run at the originating installation at ra:_es

established by the installation.

Other cooperative efforts involve the creation of user

groups. Institutions with similar equipment, computer languages

or instructional needs have organized to exchange instruc-

tional programs: The Association for the Development of

lastuctional Systems (ADIS); The National Association of

Users of Computer Application to Learning (NAUCAL); The

Association for Computing Machinery, Special interest Group

in Uses in Education (ACM-SiGUE); The American Educational

Research Association, Special Interest Group (AERA-SIGCA1).

c. Classroom Use

Oregon State University is experimentin:, with on-line

interactive computer graphics system for classroom use in

under-graduate physical science classes. The system permits

the instructor to dynamically control and vary the parameters,

the timing and sequential structure of a demonstration.

The system employs a time-shared computer and a computer

graphics terminal equipped with a joystick graphic input

device. A large screen television projector enables the

instructor to display the computer output on a 6 foot by

8 foot screen which is clearly visible for a class of 200

students.

d. :lobile Units

The Pennsylvania State University has developed mobile

CAI unit which i:: hou:,ed in .1 40-toot long van with 15
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individua: student stations each with a computer terminal

consisting of a cathode-ray tube display, a light pen,

typewriter keyboard, an audio device and an image projec-

tor. The van is used to take a computer-assisted remedial

education (CARE) course to teachers in rural communities

in the State of Penns:Ivania. The course is a self-contained,

,,ollege-level course for in-service teachers of elementary

and pre-school children. It is designed to assist teachers

to learn to identify and effectively deal with conditions

which may affect the school room performance of children

who are hanCtcapped, disabled and disadvantaged.

e. Home Delivery SvsteTs.

the M.:T1tE Corporation has set-up a demonstration 01

computer-Mteractive home-delivery systems [37]. They have

combined :heir Time-shared, interactive, Computer-Controlled,

Infcrmation Television (TICCIT) system with a low-cost home

terminal 1:o demonstrate the feasibility of using standard

television receivers for home computer-driven displays.

The computer is located at the MITRE facility in McLean,

Virginia and the television sets are located some miles

away in the small community of Reston, Virginia. The signals

are transmitted from the MITRE facility to Reston by a

microwave link and then by cable television (CATV) to the

various homes in Reston. The home-user communicates with

the computer through his twelve button touch-tone telephone.

hp rp,,tverc lessons on the telephone receiver and may also
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use the touch-tone phone for calculations. The demonstration

includes the home use of twenty-seven lessons of fourth

grade arithmetic drill-and-practice exercises.

f. Sma]1 Computers

Ore of the more recent developments which is having an

important impact on computers in education is the advent of

the mini-computer [38]. A computer is small or mini by virtue

of its memory size. It usually has a memory of about 8,000

words or less. The range in cost is from $2,500 for a one-

user system to $85,000 for a 16 -user time-shared system. Con-

figurations allow for a batch-processing system with a card

reader, disk storage aad printer, a combination of batch- and

time-shared services or a total time-shared system. The ter-

minals can be local or remote through the use of telephone

lines. Most have the common instructional languages of

BASIC and FORTRAN as well as other instructional languages.

The mini-computer may be used for CAI, simulations or pro-

blem-solving.

Programmable calculators or desk-top computers are being

widely used in secondary schools and in departments of engineer-

ing and physical sciences at the college level. They range

from $1,500 to $6,000 and are easy to use and are portable.

.tructional Applications

Many terms and acronyms have been used to describe the

instructional use of the computer: computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
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computer-managed instruction (>1.1.) to name only a few. These terms

connote many and frequently overlapping meanings with respect to

instructional strategiez,, equipment configurations, program modes

and ;:ypes of users. ProbaLly the most popular terms are CAI anu

Broader ter!'; suc.1 as ,'rpater -based learning or adjunct uses

have evolved to cover a,:t:vities in which the computer is used .is

a tool. with the rapid evolution of technology and computer systems,

the once-clear dist;_nction among computer management, the use of the

computer as a medium ay.(i the use of the computer as a tool h,Ive

become blurred. '1( many systems perform all of these functions.

There are numerous classifiLation systems to describe the use of

computers in instruction. Some examples of instructional use may

clarify some of the distinctions.

Drill-and -Practice

The purpose of drill-and-practice is to enable the student

to develop skin or knowledge under controlled learning conditions

and then permit him to practice that skill under a wide variety of

learning situations. Single frames may present a question with

multiple-choice answers. The student responds by typing his selection.

The computer may also present a question for which there are a

limited number of possible responses. The student may type a word,

phrase or sentence. The answer is compared with the anticipated

responses. If the answer is correct, the computer responds with an

affirmative -riessage and branches the student to new material. If

the answer is not correct, the computer branches the student to
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remedial material. The program usually generates a series of problems

for student practice. Records are also kept on student performance.

One notable effort in computer -- assisted instruction is the

Stanford University Institute for Mathematical Studies in the

Social Sciences [39]. in 1965, the Institute began its drill-and-

practice program, using one terminal and 41 students. It now services

3,000 students per day in mathematics, reading, spelling drills,

Boolean algebra, logic, Russian, and computer programming. Many of

the terminals are e ipped with digitized audio to provide verbal

instructions and responses for the student.

The computer based Russian program was designed to teach

first and second year collece level courses in comprehension of

spoken Russian and the mastery of grammar and syntax. The course has

three components: computer sessions, the use of a language laboratory

tapes and homework assignments. The CAI students spend about 50

minutes a day, five days a week using a combined audio and teletype

format. The teletype keyboard was modified to use a Cyrillic alphabet.

Tutorial

Tutorial programs present a series of factual statements or

information and the student may carry on a conversational question

and answer dialogue with the computer. The text may Lave several

levels of difficulty and the computer branches the student to the

appropriate level depending upon his previous response.

Dr. Alfred Bork of the University of California at Irvine

has developed a number of interactive, tutorial dialogues using a

graphics terminal in teaching physics [40]. The program provides
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the student with help hints for solving problems or the student may

query the computer for reasonable approaches to a particular problem.

Bork uses some of the dialogues to replace certain topics in the

lecture or to supplement other classroom work. Another series of

dialogues are problem-oriented and designed to assist the student

in developing problem-solving skills. Many times, the students lack

a mastery of certain mathematical concepts and this tends to inter-

fere with pedagogical development of certain physical theories.

Therefore, a series of diagnostic and remedial mathematics dialogues

are also used. Finally, dialogues exist which are used in conjunc-

tion with simulations of physical systems. For example, students

are asked to program lunar landings based upon the physical charac-

teristics of the lunar environment.

Many of the instructional programs at the University of

Illinois are of the tutorial mode [41]. The University of Illinois

PLATO III System uses a CDC 1604 with 20 graphic-pictorial terminals

and has delivered over 70,000 student contact hours of credit courses.

The flexibility and simplicity of the TUTOR language permits authors

a wide range of strategies and the authors are primarily instructors

of all academic ranks. Courses are conducted in electrical engineer-

ing, geometry, biology, nursing, library science, pharmacology,

chemistry, algebra, mathematics drill, computer programming and

foreign languages.

In the life sciences, the student may work with computer-,

generated genetics experiments, in which he can mate normal and

mutant stocks of fruit flies dud obse rye the results which are
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pictorially presented on a graphic terminal. He may then nite the

off-springs and obtain information about particular mutants.

In another lesson in natural selection, the pictorial displJy

presents one light and one dark tree trunk. Randomly displ,yed on

the trees are light and dark moths. The student plays the role of

a bird seeking food, and since the student tends to find more dark

moths on the light tree than light moths, the evolutionary proLe,,s

is set up. After several simulated moth generations, the chan,w in

gene frequencies become evident and the student obtains an insight

into the process. In another variation, the effects of air pollution

on light bark trees tend to make them darker and consequently :ore

difficult for the student to identify the dark moths. This dramati-

cally conveys the effects that environment can have on genetic develop-

ment.

Students in the school of nursing study the anatomic and

physiologic changes in the body during pregnancy. The computer

provides information aids for determining proper nursing strategies

and the student may request that certain medical tests be perforiled.

The information derived from such tests is then displayed. Since

many medical terms are employed, the student may use a co Iputer-

based dictionary for any unfamiliar terms. The lessons forte the

student to gather and experiment with data, and develop critical

thinking skills.

Lessons have been developed to teach programming to second

graders. They learn to "walk" a man around the screen by writing

simple programs. They program the man to pick up a ball, and rove it.
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Other exercises that the childrLn perform include a 1,,rning %aze

problem in which they i'Ust find and program safe pat;, throua an

allioator-infested swamp.

Inquiry Systems

Several experimental courses have been designed to demonstrate

the feasibility of learner-controlled, responsive, learning systems.

Dr. Ralph Grubb, using an IBM 1500 with a CRT, has designed

a unique course in statistics [42]. The student, as he enters the

program, encounters a map of the course displayed on the CRT. On

the map is a series of boxes connected in various ways. Inscribed

in the boxes are topics or concepts and ways that the student may

access them on his route through the program. The student points

his light-pen at the box he selects and the screen is erased and a

more detailed map of that subsection of the course appears. He may

proceed deeper into the subsections, move to successive levels or

go laterally to related topics. He may use a keyboard to respond

to questions or problems posed by the computer. If he has difficulty

with the terms, he may call up a glossary for explanation. If he

does not understand the concept, he can go deeper into the structure

and get clarification. Grubb describes the approach as being analo-

gous to a network of concepts through which the learner is free

to travel.

Dr. Jaime Carbonell of Bolt, Beranek and Newman Inc., has

developed a CAI program using the SCHOLAR system to teach the geo-

graphy of South America [43]. The system applies techniques used

in research on artificial intelligence. Conventional CAI is frame
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oriented; that is, its data base consists of frames of specific text,

questions and anticipated answers. By contrast, Carbonell's infor-

mation-structure ,3riented CAI utilizes an information network of

facts, concepts and procedures as data base. The elements of the

network are units of information, defining words and events in the

form of multilevel tree lists which literally produce a semantic

network. The system can generate text, questions and answers and

the student can enter into a mixed dialogue where either the student

or the computer can pose questions or respond with answers.

Laboratory

A number of ..olleges and universities are using computers

to supplement or in some cases substitute for laboratory work.

Laboratories and laboratory equipment can be very expensive to acquire

and maintain. Laboratory experiments may be dangerous and most are

time-consuming. If the analytic and procedural functions are separated

from the manipulative skills required in the laboratory, one finds

that computer-based laboratory experiments can improve learning

efficiency and reduce laboratory costs.

In chemistry, Dr. Sam Perone of Purdue University, Dr. E.

Klopfenstein of the University of Oregon and Dr. L. Wilkens of the

University of Nebraska have developed curricular materials for the

use of a mini-computer in an undergraduate analytical chemistry

laboratory. The computer augments experiments by allowing more

rigorous data analysis and demonstrating the capability for inter-

action between the computer and experiment. They are now preparing

a laboratory handbook based upon their experiences.
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At the University of Illinois, chemistry students perform

multiple-step organic syntheses for electrophilic aromatic substi-

tution reactions on the computer [44]. The student may choose any

sequence of reactions and the computer displays the product of each

reaction. He also learns to identify unknown organic compounds by

experimentall,, performing certain computer-based chemical tests.

The computer provides information such as the melting point or by

showing the nmr spectrum of the compound. While much of the analysis

and experimentation can be performed on the computer, some laboratory

experience is necessary to acquire manipulative skills.

Simulation and Games

Simulation is also another effective use of computer instruc-

tion. In simulation a model of the real world environment is created in

replica or in some analogue form. Simulation eliminates many

irrelevant characteristics unrelated to learning, and complex. rela-

tionships. Time dimensions can be compressed so that events which

take many years to transpire in the real world can be presented in

weeks or events which occur in very short periods of time can be

expanded so that the student can observe the entire event [45].

Dr. Stephen Abrahamson at the University of Southern Califor-

nia has developed a computer simulation with a model having real-

istic human features for teaching the effects of drugs on body

functions. One advantage of such simulations is that medical students

studying anesthesiology can practice and learn under realistic con-

ditions without danger or di!;comfort to a live patient [46].

Dr. Ludwig Braun of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
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has developed in the Huntington Computer Simulation Project materials

to support high school curricula in biology, physics and the social

sciences [47]. The materials are currently being used by 175

teachers and 12,000 students in 80 high schools. In biology they

have developed an exercise in resource management based on the life

cycle and population patterns of the L-Jffalo and a genetics experiment

to demonstrate the statistical nature of the Mendelian Law. In

physics, the students learn the operation of a nuclear reactor. A

simulaticn in social studies treats the growti. and development of an

urban area. Games permit students to test strategies and decision-

making in a simulated environment. There are numerous business and

economic games used in business schools in man,: major univers't?,s.

Problem-Soivirlg Applications

The instructional uses of the comp:,ter which involve problem-

solving in a particular academic discipline are numerous. At two

recent multidisciplinary conferences on "Computers in the Under-

graduate Curricula," over 150 papers were delivered in the folly ing

areas humanities, statistics, engineering, mathematics, economics,

biology, physics, accounting, chemistry, social sciences, computer

science, business, psychology, and social applications [48, 49].

A recent chemistry conference on "Computers in Chemical Education

and Research," heard over sevent, papers [50]. Other conferences

have been held in physics and the humanities [51, 52].

At the secondary education level, Dr. Thomas Dwyer at the

University of Pittsburgh (Project SOLO) is testing the use of a com-

mercial, tirshared terminal and a wide variety of curriculum

.
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modules in physics, biology, social science, mathematics and computer

science with three secondary schools in Pittsburgh.

Dr. Seymour Papert of MIT using LOGO, a non-numeric computer

language, and a control device called a turtle, has been experiment-

ing with teaching children computer-based problem solving [53].

The turtle is a control device with the ability to obey simple

commands from 4 computer and can send signals back to the computer.

The turtle can be equipped with a drawing device and can be instruc-

ted through a computer program to draw figures. Dr. Papert has

demonstrated that average elementary school children are capable

of writing programs to draw simple figures, construct complex

geometric designs, write a frame-by-frame movie, generate poetry,

solve motion problems in physics, and program the movement of a

marionette.

The Stanford Research Institute conducted a demonstration

of affective learning with elementary school children in grades

one through six [54]. Using a CDC 3300 display and several teletype

consoles, the children were permitted to move freely among the

machines and use programs in mathematics, art, music, botany, poetry,

creative writing, abstract problem-solving and physics. The empha-

sis in this experiment was on teaching self-sufficiency and affec-

tive development rather than skills and facts. The computer was

used to present a non-verbal experience in thinking without the

ot.od fov tutomv4t4to It'vo19 of oommunication. The computer made

it possible for the child to perform activities for which he had

not yet developed the mechanical skills, coordination or information.



The computer performed the mechanics and the child used his creativity

on such activities as writing and performing a musical symphony.

Computer-Managed Instruction

Computer-Managed Instruction differs from CAI in that in

CMI student records and profiles are kept stored in the computer

and the student enters test or examination answers or scores. The

results of the tests are recorded and evaluated against previous

data and a prescription is printed out which directs the student

to new materials such as a concept film or a lesson or the computer

may provide him with remedial work to improve a detected weakness.

Unlike CAI, CMI does not require a large number of terminals, for

the student is not necessarily on-line with the computer and the

instructional materials are presented in a conventional manner or

through other multimedia devices.

In the System Development Corporation's (SDC) Instructional

Management System (INS) used in the Los Angeles School System,

tests are given children in which each item is keyed to a teaching

objective [55]. The test data are fed into the computer and programs

relate student response data to instructional objectives and

designate appropriate prescriptive information. If the teacher

wants additional diagnostic information or information about

materials, she can use the teletype terminal to Tike additional

queries.

Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI), developed in

the Oakleaf School in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, uses a system like

1MS except the teacher irnwribes the performance data on machine-
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readable toms, which permits a wider range of behavior to be recorded.

Another difference is that 1PI operates in a completely individual-

ized manner while FAS attempts to accommodate individualized instruc-

tion while operating with student groups.

Program for Learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN), which

was developed by the American Institutes for Research, the 1:esting-

house Learning Corporation and 14 cooperating school systems, uses

instructional units which are related to instructional objectives.

The units are prescribed on the basis of current student perfor-

mance and learner characteristics as measured by aptitude tests.

4 The instructional udiLs are broader activities (textbooks, audio-

visual material, group projects or tutoring) than those contained

in the more detail.7.d prescriptions of the IPI or IMS systems.

The Teacher's Automated Guide (TAG), used in the Portland,

Oregon Schools, is a system which permits the storage and retrieval

of lesson plans by computer. The teacher inserts a number which

represents a given objective and receives a display of the lesson

plans appropriate for teaching that specific objective.

In higher education, the Automated Instructional Management

System (AIMS) used at the New York Institute of Technology, pro-

vides CMI for college level courses in mathematics, physics, elec-

tronic technology and computer sciences. At the U.S. Naval Academy,

system concepts and behavioral objectives have been applied to de-

velop a number of college level courses which use a multimedia

approach and .ire controlled and monitored through a computer-managed

instruction system.



Evaluation and Guidance

The computer is widelt used to score and evaluate conventional

multiple-choice, paper-and-pencil tests. However, with the compu-

ter's ability to rapidly analyze items and branch to other selected

items, it becomes possible to design test items with their diffi-

culties tailored tc, the ability level of the individual. Robert

Linn, in a review of a number of theoretical and empirical studies,

has undertaken to evaluate the potential of computer-assisted

testing. He found that all of the studies, in one way or another,

showed that branched computer-assisted tests were superior to con-

ventional paper-and-pencil tests [56]. However, the superiority

was not great and only in the extremes of the ability continuum

was the branched technique clearly superior. He concludes that

the best conventional tests are apt to be as good as or better than

branched tests for estimating the ability of examinees over a

fairly wide range of ability. He also concludes that large-scale,

computer-based testing will probably have to wait for low-cost,

large-scale computer-assisted instruction systems.

A number of computer-based guidance and counseling systems

have been developed. Probably the most sophisticated one is the

Information System for Vocational Decisions (ISVD) developed jointly

by Harvard University, The New England Education Data Systems

(NEEDS) and the Newton, Massachusetts Public Schools [57]. The

student may randomly seek information contained in extensive data

files concerning career choice options in occupational eduLational.

military, personal and family living. The files describe current
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ten years. Didactic training on career decision-making is provided

through computer-assisted instruction units. Simulation materials

are also provided so the student may practice decision-making in

games which allow the student to experience the meaning of his

decisions about work and the effects of educational decisions under

low-risk conditions. After several rounds of decision-making, the

computer analyzes the student choices and predicts his likelihood

of success. The computer evaluation is basea on his risk-taking,

his information-seeking, and goal-setting behavior, his time allo-

cation and planning, the adjustment of his program to feedback and

his ability to perceive linkages of information between persons and

situations.

The American Institutes for Research are developing a computer-

based guidance system to complement their individualized instruc-

tional system in Project PLAN (58]. They will use data collected

on over 400,000 former high school students and follow-up data on

their first and fifth year after graduation from high school. A

test battery initially administered to the students and correla-

tions between the test scores and success and satisfaction in various

occupations will be stored in the computer. The computer will also

refer the students t- guidance learning units and other materials

so that they might become familiar with jobs in a variety of fields.

IBM has developed the Experimental Education and Career

Exploration System (ECES) which is designed to help students focus

on career goals and the means by which they may be achieved (59].
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The system contains a general educational-occupational information

library and helps to acquaint the student with the problems of plan-

ning a career. It also provides the counselor with information

concerning the student's progress in formul.,cing his plan.

The System Development Corporation's (SDC) Vocational

Counseling System provides vocational and educational information

[60]. It provides probability estimates concerning the success of

students in a number of occuptaional fields based upon normative

data and follow-up studies. It performs clinical functions, gev.er-

ates reports and monitors student progress.

The systems described attempt to automate vocational and

educational information retrieval for students. They tend to be

individualized and interactive and they are designed to perform

many clerical functions for the counselor. Some offer probability

statements based on normative data and the likelihood of success

and satisfaction on the job. Most aim at advising students on

preparation and planning for a career.

Administrative Uses of Cormuters

In a survey of computing in public secondary schools, it

was found that 30% of the schools were using computers for adminis-

trative purposes [61]. A survey of 436 institutions of higher

education reported that 53% of the responding institutions were using

computers for administrative purposes [62].

Computer Applications

Computers have been used to automate budget and payroll

accounts, property management and inventory control, employee and
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personnel records, and transportation schedules [63, 641. informa-

tion files can be stored on cards, disc or tape and used for a num-

ber of data-processing purposes. Personnel files can be used to

prepare enrcent rosters, attendance records, grades, or test

scores. Separate files may be maintained for comments of teacher

or counselors. There is a trend toward the development of total

information systems using computerized file, that can readily pro-

vide both current or longitudinal information on any student, class

or school.

The compntei 1-3 widely used for pre-registration and

class scheduling. '-'1e).ible schedulin6 is accomplished by dividing

the school day into standard time modules and having the student

and instructor indicate available and preferred times for classes.

The computer then optimizes the schedule. This tends to produce

more free ti-le which can be used for independent study or other

school activities.

Other computer uses include test scoring, analysis and report-

ing. The computer scores the student's paper and calculates his

rank and the mean and standard deviation for the class. The teacher

may use a pencil to mark the student's letter grade in the appro-

priate place on a mark sensing card and the computer makes multiple

copies and prints the mailing address for each report.

In a survey of state colleges and universities it was found

that tho most trequent use of computers was for student affairs [65] .

rtnanelai at'airs was the second most frequent use, physical plant

management was third, and general policy planning was last. Most
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colleges use the computer for registration more than for any ether

single activit,y. Computerized space inventories of buildings on

campus are used for assigning Llassroom and office space. Data are

also maintained on the costs of construction and operation of build-

ings and classrooms. Mouels have been devised to assist administra-

tors in making planning decisions.

One such computer-based planning and budgeting system is CAMPUS

[66]. It i, a simulation model with related information systems

and budgeting techniques designed to help university and college plan-

ners understand the impact and cost of planned activities upon their

institutions. The s)3tet.: is based upon an input-output model and can

be applied to large or small institutions as well as to one insti-

tution or a whole system.

CAMPUS was developed in 1964 at the University of Toronto,

Canada. It was later used for health sciences planning and then

extended by long-distance telephone lines to provide a time-Fharing

service for a large number of colleges. The decision-maker or planner

uses an interactive terminal with a computer-assisted instruction

prompter. He calls for simulations or statistical reports from

the data base and considers staff space and equipment resources and

the demand placed on these resources by such factors as students,

program policies and class size. The model considers future trends

in enrollment and academic policy and provides information concern-

ing the impact of various decisions.

Centralized Systems

There is a trend toward centralizing computer activities to
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serve many schools wath 3imilar needs within a region [671. In Oak-

land,Michigan, one computer center provides pupil accounting and

business services for 54 junior and 36 senior high schools within a

900 square-mile area with a total enrollment of 250,000 students.

The California Educational Information System is a statewide system

which serves the State Department of Education, the Regional Data

Processing Center, and local school districts, providing comprehensive

pupil and personnel service to over 500,000 secondary and elementary

school students. The New England Educational Data System (NEEDS)

is a cooperative activity providing record services for schools in

six states. Ile scho(,s may select the services they need and pay

either on an itemized per-pupil basis or by option selected.

The University oi Calitornia Data Processing Services Computer

S)ctem provides general accounting and payroll and management infor-

mation for the entire statewide university system.

Management Informatf.on Systems (MIS)

The concepts of accountability and cost-effectiveness are

permeating the thinking of most colleges and universities. Many schools

are changing from line-item, incremental budgeting to input-output

models of accounting. Program planning and budgeting techniques

are being applied to the management and operhtion of educational

institutions. Essential to this type of activity is a management

information system [68).

in orde- to facilitate this trend, the U.S. Office of Education

.upporlitig (he Western Intels Late Commission for Higher Education

(WICHE) to design, develop and implement management information
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systems and data bases at colleges and universities. These systems

will aid institutions to more effectively allocate resources and will

provide them with comparable data on the costs of instructional pro-

grams by level of student, course, and field of study.

They will a:.so conduct an educational program including, instruc-

tion and seminars in systems analysis, operations research, program

budgeting, cost-benefit analysis, and the use of simulation models in

training administrators in the use of these tools in decision-making.

The primary task will be to establish a standard compatible

. set of data elements whict. will be of the greatest practical universal-

ity and flexibility so that all levels of institutions and any indivi-

dual institution can use, on a common and consistent basis, those

parts of it of interest to them. Similarly, allowance must be made

fog suitable aggregation of the data so that they may be used for

review purposes at echelons above the campus level.

Van Dusseldorp observes that computerized information systems

have mo% . through four observable approaches [69). First, separate,

independent computer applications were made without regard for over-

all information needs. Second, attempts were made to integrate

applications by redefining and coding data elements. Third, total

systems were designed. Attempts were made to avoid unnecessary

duplication in gathering, storing and processing data for separate

systems. All information needed by an educational agency was

identified. Sources of the necessary data were located and data

elements were gathered, stored and processed through a central

system. Fourth, the primary emphasis now is to provide information
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needed for managerent through management information systems.

Libraries and Data Bases

National Libraries

The United States has three national libraries. The Library

of Congress, The National Agricultural Library and The National

Library of Medicine [70]. Each has a computer-based automation pro-

gram.

The Library if Congress Project MARC II (machine-readable

cataloging) distri'outes tapes on a regular basis and has studies

underway on input-ou.put terminal devices, optical character readers

and mass storage devices. The National Agricultural Library, after

completing a study of data-processing needs, is now ready to implement

computer-based system.

In 1964, The National Library of Medicine began its MEDLARS I

('Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System). Its principal

output.is an authoritative catalog of citations in the biomedical

literature - INDEX MEDICUS. Tapes are regularly sent to a series

of regional centers. A biomedical network, MEDLARS II, which was to

be operational in 1971, will provide library services, specialized

educational services, specialized information services and audio-

visual services.

Information Center

The U.S. Office of Education's Educational Resources Informa-

tion Centers (ERIC) System has now been put on-line [71]. Using a

system called DIALOG, it is possible to access 80,000 items through

a computer terminal with a 21-inch television screen and teletype
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keyboard. in addition to titles, 200-word abstracts are available.

These may also be assessed using the QUERY program, in which category

descriptors al-e used to delimit the selection, or through the monthly

guide, Research in Education (RIE). Articles in journals are

included in the system; Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)

is the guide for these. ERIC also provides printed and microfiche

copies of educational documents contained in its clearinghouse system.

Disciplinary Information Libraries

The National Science Foundation is supporting the development

of a number of disciplinary information libraries [72]. The American

Chemical Society, for is developing a machine-readable data

bank, which will be a unified collection of primary and secondary

sources in chemistry. Last year, approximately 240,000 papers and

vtents were listed in the Chemical Abstracts. These came primarily

from scientific journals and approximately 227 other publications.

Other disciplinary groups receiving support for science communication

systems are: The American Institute of Physics, The American Mathe-

matical Society, The American Geological Institute, Biological

Abstracts, Entomo?ogical Society of America, The Center for Applied

Linguistics, and Engineering Abstracts.

University-Center information Systems

A number of university-centered information systems with com-

puterized information and retrieval systems have been established [73].

They are primarily in the physical sciences and engineering or are

multidisciplinary centers.

The University of Chicago automated its library functions in
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system. They 1,:ve been able to automate their entire acqaisitiur

process through the use of Library of Congres,, MARC tapes by

inputting other source information through a local terminal.

Regional Librury Center

The Ohio College Library Center is a regional on-line cata-

loging operation which is being designed to generate and operate

a union catalog and interlibrary loan system throughout the State of

Ohio (741. It is est....ated that approximately $400,000 will be saveu

at the 50 institutions involved by the second year of Operations.

The regional approach ,,everal advantages over the institutional

center. The computer is selected especially for library use am'

operations and services are :)riented toward the requirements of

,"braries. Since regional centers have access to all resources it

tends to eliminate duplication among libraries and thereby lowers

costs and improves efficiency.

Large-Scale, Data Bases

There area large number of data bases available for analysis.

In a survey of social science computing systems, Edmund Meyers was

able to identify 23 computer-based systems which are capable of per-

forming simple to rather sophisticated statistical, mathematical,

and other forms of analysis [75]. Batch-oriented systems are the

most common; however, there are a growing number of interactive

systems (76].

The Dartmouth College IMPRESS system is an interactive package

lot social science instruction and research (771. Whereas, CAI is
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highly structured, IMPRESS is totally general. It includes pedagogi-

cal routines to guide the novice and is designed so that an under-

graduate or beginner will have a high probability of obtaining mean-

inFiul data Lhe first time he tries. The system provides 59,256

words it 6: liles of social science data and provides most standard

statistical routines for analy,is. It provides for data storage,

data reduction and data analysis. The student may formulate a

hypothesis and, using census data and arious statistical programs,

he can analyze the supporting evidence and determine the validity

of his thesis.

The Design of Computer-Oriented Curricula

As more students with widely differing ')ackgrounds have entered

the educational process, educators have become more dissatisfied with

the traditional techniques -f mass instruction. In response to this

problem, two significant developments have emerged - the individuali-

zation of instruction and the application of the systems approach to

the educational T,r,cess.

Individuaifzation seeks to tailor instruction to meet the

needs of the individual. Since modern learning theory was not adequate

to prescribe methods to produce individualized instructional materials,

researchers began to experiment with new approaches to iii.tructional

materials. Today, these developments are having a strong influence

on computer-based instruction.

Individualization of Tistruction

Cooley and Glazer have defined individualized education as

the adaptation of instructional practices to individual requirements [78].
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They say that the instructional model operates in the following manner:

a. The goals of learning are specified in terms of observable

student behavior and the conditions under which this behavior

is to be manifested.

b. When the learner begins a particular course of instruction

his initia: capabilities those relevant to the tortl.7:oming

instruction - are assessed.

c. Educational alternatives suited to the student's initial

capabilities are presented to him. The student selects or

is assigned one of these alternatives.

d. Instruction proc.. r' as a function of the relationship

between measures of student performance, available instruc-

tional alternatives, and criteria of competence.

e. As instruction proceeds, data :-re generated for :.onitering

and improving the instructirmal system.

Various degrees of automation can be used to implement the model.

While it is possible to implement such a system without automation,

computer-managed instruction (CMI; can assist the teacher in assessing

the student's capabilities and prescribing a course of instruction,

or the student can use the computer directly through computer-

assisted instruction (CAI). individualization can operate in any of

these three modes manual, CMI or CAI.

Theory of Instruction

Since group-teaching methods with fixed sets of materials

failed to increase the quality of education, researchers began to

study the individual learner in an attempt to understand why he
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succeeds or fails in the learning process.

a. Behavioral Objectives

the stating of instructional goals and objectives and the

establishment of performance criteria in behavioral terns

has become a central theme among modern curriculum designers.

Tests based upon group norms are being supplemented with

or supplanted by tests based ,A1 performance. The develop-

ment of a taxonomy of educational objectives by Bloom,

Krathwohl and others has influenced the formulation of

learning objectives, while Mager's work on preparing objectives

for programme, instruction provided the basis for writing

behavioral objectives r,r. a form of criterion measure [79, 80,

81].

b. Hierarchy of

Dr. Robert Gagne of Florida State University says that

learning materials or tasks can be organized into a theoret-

ical hierarchy of skills and knowledge; learner success

or failure is related to his ability to master and integrate

subordinate competencies in the hierarchy [82, 83]. The

learner's rate of progress is determined by the number and

kinds of learning competencies and knowledge that he brings

to the situation by his standing with respect to certain

basic abilities relevant to the competencies to be acquired

in the theoretical hierarchy for the task, and by his level

of general intelligence. Therefore, Gagne concludes, if a

,tudent fails to perform after a learning program, it is due
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to sever,11 factors. Either some subordinate knowledge may

have been omitted or insufficient practice may have resulted

in pcor recall of a subordinate competency or the program

may have been defective in guiding the learner to induce the

necessary integration of subordinate competencies.

This position stresses the need for the instructional

designer to (1) perform a task analysis in order to identify

the learning hierarchy, (2) be concerned for the proper

sequencing of learning units and (3) insist that subordinate

learning units mastered before the learner is permitted

to progress to the next unit.

c. Rate of Learning

Dr. Leslie Briggs sa"s that is is apparent that just

pushing the learner through the program faster is not always

a good way to imrLove learning [84). On the other hand,

self-pacing by the learner is not a universal cure for slow

learning. Individual differences in the rate of learning

for computer-assisted instruction are far larger than pre-

viously thought. Therefore, he recommends the general rule

that when individual learning is progressing taster than

forgetting, the designer should show all of the material on

the first trial. But when forgetting is faster than learning,

only one item at a time should be presented.

d. Size of Learning Unit

Briggs finds many conflicting positions when it comes to

specifying the size of the step to be used in learning
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programs[85]. he summo.rizes the position of a number of

learning theorists concerning the size of the step to be used.

B.F. Skinner recommends that small steps be used. Jerone

Brt.ner has suggested that huge leaps, with occasional sm,11

steps, is the optimum approach. Joseph Scandura recommends

abandoning the stir,ulus-response bond as the basic unit in

learning and in its place he would substitute "principles."

Sidney Pressey objects to the fractionization of learning

into small steps and proposes larger, learner-determined,

flexible-size steps. David Ausubel advocates the use of

introductory ier.ts in the most general, abstract form

to serve as aids to cognitive structuring of subsequent

material. Briggs concludes that new techniques are needed

to permit the learner to adjust step-size to his capabilities

without suffering either from making many errors or being

exposed to tedious; unneeded redundancies.

e. Sequencing_of Instructional Materials

Should the learner be permitted to control the sequence

of materials or should the instructions] designer determine

the sequence after testing alternative strategies?

In a CAI experiment, Grubb found that merely giving con-

tro) to the student did not produce significant group post-

test gains compared with groups who received the material in

a Linear manner [86]. in studies at Florida State University

involving student control versus computer prescription (CMI)

in the sequencing of instructional material, no significant
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differences were found between the means for four experimental

groups 187J. Apparently either approach may be effectively

used.

f. Structured Versus Unstructured Learning

Dr. Victor liunderson of the University of Texas conducted

an experiment on structured and unstructured learning situa-

tions and found that while some students in the unstructured

simulation groups did as well as those in the structured

expository groups, they al,o exhibited extreme anxiety anu

took much longer to learn the material [88). Some even give

up on thu tas. -v concluded that while inappropriate for

new material, unstruc:.tired simulations can be used by a

skilled instructor to illustrate coLplex relationships in

context with expository instruction. Le advises that simu-

lation should be used after basic concepts and principles

are learned in order to integrate them into a meaningful

context.

g. Expository_yersus Discovery Methods

In an experiment evaluating expository and discovery

approaches to learning, Bunderson found that the discovery

group required significantly more examples and hence more

time to learn than the expository group [891. His results

showed that in the expository group, reasoning ability made

little or no difference but in the discovery group it did.

Students with low reasoning ability suffered using the dis-

covery method. While the discovery method was efficient and
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motivating for the brighter student, lt placed a burden on

other students which the expository treatment did not. In

spite of the greater exposure to examples in the discovery

group, ht found no difference between the groups on a post-

test nor on a transfer test. he concludes that for new

learning, a carefully programmed expository treatment will

be of greater effectiveness thon a discovery approach,

especially for the less-able student.

The System Approach to the Design of Instructional Materials

Bunderson feels that only through the systematic analysis

and design of instructional software can quality materials be developed

[90]. First, he says, an analysis should be made of the subject

matter and goals should be clearly specified. This will help to elim-

inPte irrelevant material. Second, performance objectives should

be specified and a behavioral analysis should be made. This will

further specify instructional goals, making them operational and their

achievement testable. Third, program architecture should be desigred

in a modular fashion with each subordinate objective defined as a

module with entry conditions established through diagnostic testing

and exiting conditions specified through response measures embedded in

the module. Fourth, a learning hierarchy should be prepared which

shows the prerequisite relationship among modules and points at which

subroutine modules may be called. While hierarchical analysis pro-

cedures seem applicable to any cumulative subject matter such as

mathematics, science or even music, Bunderson cautions that they may

be less applicable in highly verbal areas. Finally, through continual
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cycles of test, evaluation and revision based upon computer-maintained

records of student achievement of program objectives, is it possible

to improve and ultimately achieve a quality program.

a. System Techniques [913

in the development of the CAI physics curriculum, Dr.

Duncan Hansen of Florida State University applied the systems

approach [923.

1. Problems Identification.

Four techniques were used for problem identification.

First, a literature search of physics education was made

to determiLe information about student needs and prereq-

uisite abilities. Second, conferences were held with

faculty to identify conceptual development of the

m.teria :., associated problem skills and problems with

student motivation. Third, prior test results over a

tnree-year period were studied. Finally, difficult

Lonceptual problems were used to develop a set of problems

which were administered to a sample of students in con-

ventional courses. This provided baseline data for compari-

son during the development of the CAI problems.

2. Task Analysis

A ,.ideo recording was made of 29 conventional class-

room lectures and demonstrations. This provided insight

i.:1;...: language appropriate for instruction and pedagogical

t.enniques USEC 1;y ::.ore 8-.:ccesf.-1 ...:%!;:f.,v..r. Sec:aoly

'cur currently popular physics textbooks were analyzed
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for c3ntent, sequence of materials and types of practice

ploblems.

3. Lntry Behaviors

An empirical assessment was made of the skills and

performance of students represented at the entry level.

From these results gaps and deficiencies were revealed.

Sets of problems were also presented in conventional set-

tings and sample students were asked to solve them. They

were assisted until a successful answer was obtained.

The approach was found to be successful in focusing on

prohlerls faced by students and helped to eliminate much

paterial which seemed necessary from prior reasoning by

1,rofessors and the research staff.

44. 6vhavioral Objectives

The information obtained from course analysis, task

di and entry level performance was used to formulate

bt-havioral objectives. These were treated as hypothesized

propositions which could be achieved by students given

effective instructional material. Each objective was in

turn broken down into prerequisite skills and concepts.

5. instructional Strategies

Eacii assignment was followed by a detailed CAI quiz.

the student failed to meet the criterion performance,

he lAis given remedial assignments and recycled through

the quiz items. Concept films and laboratory film

presentations were also assigned quiz items.
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6. Media Assignment

In nedia selection the following guidelines were

used. First, the use of multiple-sensory input channels

were maximized. Second, restricted-sensory channels

were used for the acquisition of new information and prob-

lem-solving. Third, when problem-solving skill or long-

term retention was required, CAI drill-and-practice was

maximized. Fourth, evaluation of behavioral objectives

was based upon student performance during the CAI portion.

7. Field Tests

The materials were tried out on a sample of students

who varied with respect to aptitude, prior knowledge and

other psychological considerations. Interviews were held

and the comments were used to revise the materials.

b. Empirical Iterative Solutions

Dr. Launor F. Carter of the System Development Corporation

reviewed studies of comparisons of different response modes,

frame designs, learning reinforcement procedures, teacher

roles and sequencing methods. He concluded that, while the

studies have often yielded statistically significant results,

from a practical point of view, the findings were unimpor-

tant [93]. The most important determinant of effective learn-

ing, he says, was the quality of the teaching material.

Further, Carter concluded that unless the material has been

tried out following an "engineering approach" it usually proved

Ineffective. Carter says that it became apparent that
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effective materials were not produced by a priori hypothesis-

testing experiment. Instead, an interactive empirical proce-

dure was more effective in producing instructional material.

They beganoWich the selection of seemingly high-quality

initial versions of self-instructional programs in reading,

arithmetic, geometry and Spanish. Successive revisions were

made until the improved versions were developed which produced

the desired standards of performance.

A set of materials was tried with one child at a time.

If the child made sufficient errors to warrant assistance, the

experimenter then recorded the tutorial technique which

seemed most effective. This process of modification was

continued until sufficient data were accumulated to warrant

a revision of the material. The new version was then tried

on other children and again subsequent revisions were made.

The data on revisions were analyzed for consistencies and

patterns. Eventually, three hypotheses evolved. First, the

"gap hypothesis" led to the explicit inclusion of items neces-

sary to develop prerequisite skills or new skills for criterion

performance. For example, in the reading program, they had

assumed that if children practiced discriminating between

word pairs, they would quickly induce the appropriate letter-

sound relationships This did not happen. They had to fill

the gap by designing new materials which explicitly demonstrated

letter-sound relationships included in the program. They also

found that when children learned to sound out and read words
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in the program they still could not read novel combinations

of the same word elements in the criterion test. This gap

had to be filled by including and permitting students to

practice on novel combinations.

Second, "the irrelevancy hypothesis" led to eliminating

items that were unrelated to the criterion test. They found

that irrelevant items were distracting and that their elimi-

nation improved performance.

Third, "the mastery hypothesis" assumed that the student

should not be permitted to move on to subsequent topics until

he mastered the present one. When the child faltered, he was

branched back and given more practice until he completely

mastered the element.

The technique of successive empirical iteration of each

segment until specified objectives are achieved is quite

effective and quite different from the more conventional

procedure of building a complete instruction package before

evaluating it.

c. Lesson Design

Suppes and Atkinson of Stanford University nave developed

two approaches to CAI lesson module design The Block Design

and The Strand Design [94, 95]. The Stanford elementary

school mathematics program is based upon 24 concept blocks

or units for each grade level. A block is comprised of lessons

ior seven days' work, arranged sequentially. The student's

first lesson in each block is a pretest, on the basis of which
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the computer assigns one of five lessons of varying difficulty.

The student must obtain 80% or higher on each drill before he

is permitted to proceed to the next level of difficulty. If

a student receives a score of less than 60%, he is branched

down to the next lower level of difficulty. If he is between

60% and 80%, he remains at the same level. The final day is

reserved for a post-test. In addition to drill lessons,

individual reviews selected from previous blocks are also

presented. The drill lessons take from two to ten minutes to

complete and students are expected to do at least one per day.

The drills include both verbal and numerical exercises.

The concept blocks can be arranged to correspond to the

sequence of topics in various textbooks. They can also

be adjusted by grade le,e1 and for five levels of difficulty.

The computer automatically matches presentations to student

performance and provides reinforcement through immediate

feedbag.., to student response. Students may proceed through

the materials as rapidly as they wish. These adjustments

insure that poorer students as well as students of high

ability can nave successful learning experiences.

The current reading curriculum program uses a strand

design approach. The program is divided into six strands of

basic component skills of initial reading: 1) letter identi-

fication, 2) sight-word vocabulary, 3) phonics, 4) spelling

patterns, 5) comprehension and 6) language arts. A strand
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is defined as a series of problems of the same operational

type arranged sequentially in classes according to their

relative difficulty. A student proceeds through strands

in a linear fashion and progresses to a new exercise within

a strand only after he has met an individually specifiable

performance criterion on the exercise.

Entry into each strand is dependent upon a student's

performance in earlier strands; however, a student may work

in several strands simultaneously. Once in a strand, however,

his progress is independent of progress in other strands.

Students spend two minutes in each strand and eight minutes

total per day.

Cooperative Curriculum Efforts

Many of the currently available programs were designed for

research purposes and documentation was limited or changed as different

experimental treatments were introduced. Of those who designed

instructional applications to be used in their classrooms, few had the

time or resources to document the materials or to test their educational

effectiveness. Consequently, since the quality of instructional

programs is generally low and the documentation poor, there is a

natural resistance to use instructional programs created by someone

else. However, some cooperative efforts have been organized to over-

come some of these obstacles.

The Illinois Institute of Technology (UT) Regional Coopera-

tive Network, with its nine participating colleges and universities,

is cooperatively developing curricula in mathematics, biology, chemistry,
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physics, psychology, sociology, education, business management and

economics (961. Each campus selected four faculty members as groat

leaders to be actively involved in the design and implementation of

course curriculum materials. The group leaders spent a summer

:;arveying the uses of the computer in their disciplines and in

developing applications.

Since the purpose of the ITT Network was to enhance coopera-

tive development of college curriculum, a four-step plan was devised.

First_ specialized computer programming was introduced at each campus.

Alchough most schools offered computer programming, the effective use

of the network required that the users possess an understanding of

the languages available through the network and how to use their

remote terminal. Faculty members were selected from each campus

to attend a summer seminar. On returning to their campus they assisted

other faculty members in developing courses anJ seminars for both the

faculty and the students. Assistance was also provided from ITT.

Second, course development was begun. Six of the academic group

lead,.trs visited each campus to talk to faculty and then devised pro-

grams for course enrichment. During the first year they completed

the adaptation of a statistical package, a business game and a number

of programs written in BASIC. Third, curriculum development pro-

ceeded from the selective introduction of computing into a few courses

the first year to the wide spread use throughout the curruculum in

the second year. The fourth and final step was evaluation. The

evaluation included interviews with faculty and students on each

campus as well as by level.
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One of the major obstacles to the widesperad use of curricula

is the lack of documentation and p..ocedures to facilitate the move-

ment of materials from one location to another. Five regional com-

puter networks, Dartmouth, North Carolina, Texas, Iowa and Oregon

are cooperating in an experiment (CONDUIT) to evaluate alternative

ways to tr-r:sport instructional materials. They will seek to create

the necessary procedures and documentation to permit instructional

programs developed on one computer system to be efficiently transport-

ed within and among any of the various networks and to be effectively

used in the classroom. Thu$, a program written on one computer in

the network will be readily available to 97 colleges with approximately

276,000 students. They will (1) catalog all programs in the network,

(2) develop methods to evaluate the quality of the materials,

(3) develop procedures for documentation, (4) develop accounting

practices, (5) develop training methods, and (6) evaluate the use

of materials in the classroom.

Cost-Effectiveness

There are numerous factors to be considered when evaluating

the cost-effectiveness of computers in education [97]. In evaluating

the costs of a system one should consider whether the equipment is

to be purchased of leased. Are installation and maintenence costs

included? Air conditioning may be required for the equipment and

spacial classroom space may be needed far the terminals. Is staff

training included? Similar systems may have widely different operat-

ing costs as a function of the sophistication of system personnel.

Are curriculum costs included? Curriculum development costs in many
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cases may exceed the cost of hardware. Telecommunications costs are

a major factor in any system that provides remote access to the computer.

Wnen comparing the computer with other media or teaching approaches,

one should consider the life-cycle costs of the systems. Although

initial costs of instructional computing may be high compared with

other media, the total cost over time may be considerably less.

The instructional use can also affect the cost. Does the computer

application involve one student using a terminal in the tutorial

mode or does it involve an entire class using the terminal for

simulation or game playing? Is the computer to be justified on the

basis of its ability to denier low-cost instruction or is it to be

justified on its value as scientific equipment such as a microscope,

telescope or chemistry laboratory? All of these factors can influence

the cost and effectiveness of computer systems.

Bunderson makes a distinction between mainline and adjunct

uses of computing [98]. He defines mainline applications as those

which teach new concepts and information in a highly effective manner

and'supplant teaching staff and facilities. Adjunct uses are those

which may improve the qualit) of education but do not supplant staff

or facilities. lhile mainline applications have the potential for

reducing costs and improving performance, adjunct used can only in-

crease the cost of education.

CAI Costs

Bunderson reports that the costs of quality CAI curriculum

vary widely with some costing as high as $20,000 per hour of tutorial

instruction [991. At Texas, the development costs of an English
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punctuation CAI program were $4700 per instructional hour. Based upon

their previous learning experiences, Bunderson says that today they

can now develop a carefully designed, high-quality tutorial CAI pro-

gram for $3,000 per instructional hour.

It is estimated that the costs of CAI today range between $3

to $10 per-student-hour. Kopstein and Seidel, in an analysis of the

economics of CAI and Traditionally-Administered Instruction (TAI),

estimate that the costs of instruction in the elementary and secondary

schools to be about $0.60 per-student-hour, and $1.50 per-student-

hour in higher education (100]. They conclude that while it may be

assumed that CAI is as effective as traditional approaches, the cost

per-student-contact-hour for CAI is higher by a factor of ten. These

costs, they say, are too high to justify replacement of traditional

methods except in some high-cost activities in higher education such

as engineering or medicine.

Newly developed equipment systems do offer the potential for

significant cost reductions and greater instructional flexibility.

Bitzer estimates that the PLATO IV system, using newly developed

technological devices, can provide services as low as $0.34 per-

student-hour [101]. The MITRE Corporation estimates that their

TICCIT System could reduce costs by an order of 10 to 1 over current

CAI-CMI Systems [102].

CMI Costs

Duncan Hansen of Florida State University, using an operational

64-terminal system, concludes that the costs of CAI are approximately

four times more costly per instructional hour than CMI [103]. The CAI
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cost Ier hour for development was $4.07 and the cost of operation was

$1.79 per hour. The cost for CMI per hour for development was $1.04

and the cost of operation was $0.59 per hour.

.

Costs of Adjunct Instruction_

The Pierce Commission in 1967 recommended in their study on

computers in higher education that universities should spend an

average of $60 per academic year per student for comput4ng [104].

They note that in selective universities in the United States, the

costs of library operation range from $50 to $200 per year per student,

with the national average at approximately $48 per student. They also

point out that for first-year chemistry students in courses with a

laboratory, the average cost is $95 per year per chemistry student.

Dartmouth College is an example of an institution with high

computer-use for instructional purposes [105]. The computer is a

time-slvi.re GE-635 and has a computer library of over 500 programs.

The computer is used for administrative as well as instructional

purposes. Both the students and the faculty have free access to the

computer, and casual use as well as instructional use is encouraged

on a basis comparable to the use of the library. Over 85% of the

student body use the computer at one time or another. Charges are

not made to the user but instead are made on an annual basis to the

college. The Dartmouth College Regional Consortium services ten other

colleges and universities and can serve 113 users simultaneously

through local teletype terminals and 52 terminals located throughout

the network. Operation costs for Dartmouth are between two and four

dollar per termimil hour. taut in;; the 1968 academic year the average
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per student costs at Dartmouth were $114. For the academic years

1968 and 1969, the costs for the consortium were $2.43 and $4.81 per

terminal hour, respectively.

Effectiveness

In many cases, CAI has built on and extended the work cone

in programmed instruction, and the research on its effectiveness may

'oe relevant to CAI. Between 1954 and 1964, over 190 reports of

original research were completed on programmed instruction and it was

found that programmed instruction is effective for college, high

school, secondary, primary, pre-school, adult, professional, skilled

labor, clerical employe. "., military, deaf, retarded and the imprisoned.

Using programs, students were able to learn mathematics and science,

foreign languages, spelling, electronics, computer science, psychology,

statistics and many other subjects [106].

There are 1:0 studies on Individulaly Prescribed Instruction

and it can be concluded that IPI students do as well as non -IPI students.

This is even more impressive if one considers that IPI tests are not

normative but instead are performance based [107).

Dr. Patrick Suppes of Stanford University has made several

evaluation studies of the effectiveness of their CAI programs [108).

In 1956, using mathematics drilland-practice for grades 3 through

6, he found that the CAI groups when tested on standardized tests

performed significantly better than the control group. The following

year, students in grades 1 through 6 and a second group in the State

of Mississippi were tested and similar results were obtained. Tests

were also conducted on a college-level computer-based course in

e
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learning Russian. The computer-based students performed better on

an examination than the conventional-classroom control group.

Suppes concludes that CAI students do as well as or better

than students using traditional teaching methods. lie finds that teach-

ers through concentrated efforts can do as well with a good regime

of drill-and-practice in fundamentals of arithmetic as the computer

groups. However, computer practice programs bring a kind of quality

control that is difficult to achieve in a large number of schools.

lie found that individualized drill-and-practice in elementary mathe-

matics produced the most impressive results in school environments

which were not educLtionally or economically affluent.

Duncan Hansen of The Florida State University found that,

with three replications of his computer-based, multi-media CAI

collt.ge physics coarse, performance was enhanced 20% over that of

students in a conventional lecture course [109].

On the basis of three evaluative studies, Bunderson concludes

that CAI permits students to achieve educational objectives in much

less Lime and that saving in time of up to 40% is not uncommon [110].

Lower-ability students are able to achieve important gains often

approaching the levels of higher-ability students. Although lower

level students may take longer to achieve educational objectives,

more succeed than using traditional methods. Failure is reduced. He

notes increased motivation among many of the students. Based upon

evaluation data on over 1,200 students completing a CAI mathematics

course and another LOO in CAI English, he concludes that students

at all levels of ab4,1ity except the highest showed gains from

pre- to post tests with deficient students making the highest
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gain. While attitudes toward the courses varied, most were favorably

disposed.

In summary, the research and development of the 1960';,, although

severely limited by technology and pedagogy, demonstrated th..* stu-

dents can learn by CAI at least as well as traditional methods but

that the costs are too high for widespread use.

The National Science Foundation is providing support for a

five-year effort to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of these tvo

uniquely different systems. It is hoped that the demonstr,,tion will

be of sufficient scale and the applications broad enough that the
4r

.results cannot be dismissed. The systems, techniques and components

will be developed to the point that they can be marketed after the

demonstration.

The MITRE Corporation will construct, test and install the

TICCIT CAI System at each of two community colleges. Each system will

have 128 student consoles, with curricula for a year's study in English

and mathematics. The instructional materials will be prepared by

instructional designers at thr University of Texas and Brigham Young

University. The materials will be developed with rigorous definition

of objectives and educational strategies. It will be tested and

"certified' to capture student interest and provide effective instruc-

tion. Student use of CAI will account for approximately 25% of the

student's classroom contact hours. The TICCIT System will use an

inexpensive Ldni-Lomputer and all 128 student consoles will receive

their pictures and Instructional materials by a single television

cable. Time-division multiplexing by frame will send the message
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from the computer to the terminal. The student console will consist of

a commercial television receiver and keyboard which will receive,

store and refresh locally. The system will also have sound.

The University of Illinois Computer-Based Educational Research

Laboratory (CTRL) will install CAI student consoles (PLATO IV) in a

number of elementary, community college and university classrooms.

Courses will be provided in reading and arithmetic at the elementary

level, and mathematics, chemistry, physics and biology at the univer-

sity level. The elementary-level materials will be developed at the

University of Illinois Curriculum Laboratory and the college-level

materials will be developed by the instructors themselves.

A large computer located at the University will serve all

consoles simultaneously through a single educational TV channel.

Initially, 400 to 500 terminals will be installed. Later, up to

200 terminals will be serviced. The student console includes a plasma

panel, designed at the University, which has the capability of pro-

viding slide projection locally for static information, dynamic

graphic information, and randomly accessed sound.

Evalution of the two systems by an independent group will

include the cost-effectiveness of CAI and the advanced hardware,

software and courseware. There will be pre- and post-testing of

participating students and control groups using standardized tests as

well as special tests to measure behavior and motivation. In addi-

tion to student performance, costs, system performance and operations

will be analyzed and evaluated.



Costs of Administrative Systems

While admin:strative
computer-based systems vary greatly.

several exaAlples may give some indication as to the costs of such

systems (111]. The University of Utah, for example, with approximately

16,000 stucL,Ilts, provides routine data processing, sche.luling, manage-

ment control, long-range planning and forecasting. They use an IBM

360/40 with a yearly rental of $150,000 to
$200,000 and allocitL

similar amount for staff gusts, for a yearly annual cost of S300.00,)

to S400,000. The Ohio E'tate
University, with a student enrollment

of 41,000 and a total operating revenue of 170 million do...lars, esti-

mates its data-processi-Lp, costs at $1,130,000 plus $53,000 for person-

no;. The University of Illinois, with 50,000 students on three oam-

pus-,es, estimates
equipment rental at $750,000 per year, and S1,150,000

dirL._t costs for data processing.

In an analysis of problems and issues associated with adminis-

trative computer applications at 50 representative colleges and

universities, it was concluded that no single model of wisdom was

encountered and that there are as many patterns of development as

colleges [112]. The size, wealth, growth rate and experience of the

institution all have a bearing as well as does the relative importance

of teaching and research. They conclude that careful planning, grad-

ual development and
replanning are all essential to the development

of an effective viable system.

Dr. John Hamblen notes that there are over 200 computer systems

with numerous models and configurations.
They range on a monthly

lease from a few hundred dollars to nearly a quarter of a million
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dollars and their purchase prices range from a few thousand to more

than 10 million dol.:,ars [113]. He finds that there are a wide range

of alternatives from time-sharing terminals, remote batch to mini-

computers. He conc:.udes that not only is there a computer system zo

fit every budget bui there is one available for any mission in any

type of organization.

Concluding Statement

The computer and mass education have and will continue to play

a significant role .1-1 the improvement of the quality of life and in

economic developmeri:. -he 1pstructional use of computers offers a

hope for providing a quality education to ever-increasing quantities

of students within :he current generation.
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